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Crochet pattern water bottle holder with cupcakes – American crochet terms 

Are you looking for a fun and handy water bottle holder. Make one with lots of cupcakes! 

About the pattern: 

- The water bottle holder is crocheted in the round and contains 4 rows with 9 cupcakes 

- The strap (which you can give any length) is crocheted separately and sewn onto the water 

bottle holder 

- Every round is closed with 1 slipstitch 

- The chains at the beginning of a round do not count as a stitch 

- After a color change, cut yarn with the old color 

Level: Intermediate (I assume that you know how to change colors in a round) 

Size: 1 size: diameter 7.2 cm / 2.8 inch and a height without the strap of 22 cm / 8.7 inch. Diameter is 

easy adjustable. 

Materials: 

- Hook D 3 (= 3mm) 

- Yarn with yarn weight fine / sport / baby (e.g. SMC Catania) in 4 colors: 

- blue (color 00397):  50 grams = 125 meters / 137 yards 

- brown (color 00437):  15 grams = 38 meters / 42 yards 

- white (color 00105): 15 grams = 38 meters / 42 yards 

- pink (color 00256): 15 grams = 38 meters / 42 yards 

Gauge:  24 Single Crochet and 28 rounds = approx. 10 x 10 cm / 4 x 4 inch 

Used stitches: 

CH = Chain, SC = Single Crochet, DC = Double Crochet, SLST = Slipstitch, Magic Ring, INC = 2 SC in 1 

stitch 

SC = Single Crochet (1SC = 1SC in the next stitch, 2SC = 1SC in the next 2 stitches, 3SC = 1SC in the 

next 3 stitches etc.) 

5DC-cluster:  

- Yarn over, insert hook in first SC and pull up a loop (3 loops on hook), yarn over and pull 

through 2 loops (2 loops on hook) 

- yarn over, insert hook in second SC and pull up a loop (4 loops on hook), yarn over and pull 

through 2 loops (3 loops on hook) 


